Energy Generation Capacity Expansion Planning (GEP)

One of the major and difficult problems in the energy area that the European Union (EU) is facing today consists of estimating the timing for clean power generation technologies and electricity transmission expansion network at a pan-European level in a long term (e.g., 30 years time horizon). EU has established aggressive pollutant emission reduction targets: a 20% (res. 27%) reduction in greenhouse gases with respect to 1990 levels by 2020 (res. 2030) and an objective of 80% reduction by 2050. See Eurostat.

Mathematical optimization models and algorithms for problem solving to address the above challenges in the electricity open market [14] are essential computerized tools for helping in the decision making for estimating the following key issues: feasible type and mix of power generation sources, ranging from less coal, nuclear and combined cycle gas turbine to more renewable energy sources (RES), namely hydroelectric, wind, solar, photovoltaic and biomass, among others; and timing for power generation plant / farm site locations and dimensions. The solution should maximize different types of utility criteria and quantifying the benefits of using cleaner, safer and efficient (cheaper) energy.

In the past (say, up to 25 years ago) practically all over the world the energy sector was a very centralized one where the Generation Companies (electricity generating companies) had a reduced decision-making on generation expansion capacity planning. The energy prices were centrally decided as well as the main geographical areas where to service the energy demand. So, the maximization of profit functions was out of question and, then, the main goal was to minimize the net present value (NPV) of the global cost for the planning of the site, location and capacity of new energy generation sources in, first, hydropower, second, variety of thermal plants, and also in the too-much controversial nuclear generation. In the latter energy source, not too-much room was left for the modeling tools to help in the decision making. On the other hand, the claims of other stakeholders (mainly, environmentalist ones) were not a strong issue given the strong regulation of the sector. The modeling could consider uncertainty on the main parameters that, by definition of the non-open market and, then, its strong regulation, was reduced to macro-economic and demographic factors that influence the energy demand to serve and the generation disruption. On the other side, the state-of-the-art on theory, modeling and algorithms for dealing with mathematical optimization under uncertainty (i.e., stochastic optimization) was not as advanced as it is today and, sure, will be in the future. Additionally, the HW/SW computer power was so low (until, say, 10-15 years ago) that the gigantic models that were needed to provide solutions to help the decision-making could not be considered.

Today the situation has drastically changed. The hardware/software computer power capability is very high, and it seems that its exponential growth will continue at least in the near future. On the other hand, some stochastic optimization tools could be considered today as a sort of commodities ready to be used. Additionally, the energy sector is very different from what it was in the past. It continues being a crucial sector for the European economy as for the rest of the world. However, its market, without being fully an open one (something that, by definition, probably it cannot be), it allows higher freedom to the GenCo for performing strategic energy generation capacity expansion planning in a long horizon. First, there is enough freedom on deciding the amount of power generation from the different plants / farms and, on the other hand, the energy price is not (fully, at least) decided by regulation. Second, the electricity generating company has very much freedom on deciding the location, capacity and timing on new generation sources. Third, the macro-economic and demographic factors are not the only main factor to influence the demand, but the competitors’ strategies are a major source of uncertainty. Fourth, the power to be generated by some news RES, mainly wind and, in a lesser extent, solar and photovoltaic sources, is subject to a high uncertainty (that, on the other hand, it is difficult to formulate). Fifth, given the type of new energy sources, there is more variety on the location sites and generation capacity, which allows considering more opportunities for strategic planning. And, sixth, there are other stakeholders (environmentalists, among others) having different goals (whose directions are not the same sense as the electricity generating company) that, in some way, have to be considered in the decision making, plus some Government and EC directives, etc. All of that induce to consider multiobjective optimization.

So, the electricity generating company’s aim has been moved from cost minimization to expected profit maximization along the time horizon. One of the interesting disciplines for problem solving is stochastic optimization, where the uncertainty of the main elements is represented (i.e., quantified) by a finite set of scenarios, either in a two stage or a multistage scenario tree. Anyway, the problem modeling and algorithm development are big challenges, given the gigantic character of the problem. As an additional difficulty, big GenCos can influence some of the main uncertain parameters in the problem: say the energy price, among others. Then, the probability and value along the time horizon can be influenced by the decision-maker. In this case, the so-called decision-dependent probabilities [15,18,19] (also called endogenous uncertainty) should be considered. One of the potential tools consists of using stochastic mixed 0-1 quadratic mechanisms; see [10], to be added to the modeling schemes presented next.

Multistage stochastic mixed 0-1 optimization modeling for risk management should be considered. There are different approaches (some of them very recent ones) for energy generation planning, see [1,2,7,13,21,22,23], among others. The main parameters in the problem are uncertain and, so, a set of scenarios should be generated by considering the realization of the following parameters, at least: availability (and price, in case) of raw material for power generation; gas, fuel, water, wind, solar, etc.: electricity demand and prices at focal nodes in the energy network; operating hours per period of power generation technologies; CO2 emission permits; green Certificates prices for buying and selling in the market, and allowed bounds; power generation costs of different technologies; electricity loss of candidate power generation technologies; investment allocation bounding of the cost for the total power generation.

There is not a unique function-criterion to consider. Rather, it is a multicriteria problem, since the model considers the maximization of the NPV of the expected profit of the investment and consumer stakeholders’ goals over the scenarios along the time horizon, subject to risk reduction of the negative impact of the solution to be provided by the optimization system in non-wanted scenarios, plus utility objectives of other stakeholders. Those other objectives include the power share of cleaner, safer and efficient energy accessible to all consumption nodes, cost investment from private and public institutions, generation network reliability, EC directives and EU Governments on environmental issues and others.

One of the difficult problems to deal with is the generation of a set of scenarios to represent the realization of the uncertainty as structured in a multistage scenario tree. Hence, a node in the tree for a given stage is related (in a one-to-one correspondence) to a group of scenarios that up to the stage have the same values in the uncertain parameters. Then, the solution for those scenarios should be unique for all stages up to the stage where the node in the tree belongs to, i.e., the so-named nonanticipativity principle is satisfied.

In the so-called Risk Neutral approach (RN), the function to maximize consists of the NPV of the expected profit along the time horizon over the scenarios with the following elements related to a given GenCo the energy network: revenue from sale of electricity, revenue from sale or (alternatively, cost from purchase) of Green Certificates, penalization of CO2 emissions, variable generation cost of thermal power plants, variable generation cost of renewable energy source power plants / farms (wind, solar, photovoltaic, biomass, etc.), periodic debt repayment of the investment on the new power plants / farms and new hydro power turbines, fixed power generation cost of available new plants / farms and new hydro power turbines, etc.

The gigantic character of the problem can be assessed by considering its dynamic setting (say, 30 years time horizon), the number and dimensions of replicated networks (i.e., hyper hydro valleys in the time horizon for some big generator companies (e.g., EDF has 20+ valleys, some with 50+ elements, see [4]), multiple choices in time and space of location and capacity decisions for the energy generation system of the given GenCo (current and candidate power generation plants / farms), and the representative scenario tree to consider for the uncertain parameters.
The aim of the Risk Neutral type model performs the maximization of the NPV of the expected profit. The main drawback of this popular strategy is that it ignores the variability of the profit over the scenarios, in particular the “left” tail of the profits of the non-wanted scenarios. For the problems with so high variablility, there are some risk averse approaches that, additionally, deal with risk management. Among them, the so-called time-inconsistent stochastic dominance (TSD) measure reduces the risk of the negative impact of the solution in non-wanted scenarios in a better way than others under some circumstances. See [3] for a computational comparison of some risk averse strategies, see also [5].

The TSD measure presented in [9] for stochastic problems as a mixture of first- and second-order stochastic dominance strategies. It is a multistage extension of the two-stage strategies introduced in [16,17], plus the consideration of hedging the solution against some types of negative impacts in non-wanted scenarios at selected stages along the given time horizon.

Then, the maximization of the NPV of the expected profit is subject to a scheme for risk management that consists of appending to the model a set of TSD constraints for given profiles at a stage subset for each function (including the objective one), such that a profile is given by the 4-tupla: threshold on the function value; maximum target shortfall on reaching the threshold that is allowed for each node in the scenario tree related to any of those stages; bound target on the probability of failure on reaching the threshold; and bound target on the expected shortfall.

As an alternative, the time consistent strategy proposed in [12] is so-called the expected stochastic dominance (ESD) measure. In ESD, however, the profiles are associated with the nodes of a modeler-driven stage subset for each function, where a profile consists of the 4-tupla: threshold of the function to be satisfied by any scenario in the group with one-to-one correspondence to the node; maximum shortfall of the value of the function that is allowed for any of those scenarios; upper bound target on the expected deficit (shortfall) on reaching the threshold that is allowed for that group of scenarios; and upper bound on the probability of failing to satisfy the threshold.

The rationale [20] behind a time-consistent risk averse measure is that the solution value to be obtained for the successor set of a give node in the scenario tree for the related time consistent submodel, see [12], ‘solved’ at the stage to whom the node belongs to, should have the same value as in the original model ‘solved’ at the beginning of the time horizon. See in [20] and references therein the time consistent version of CVaR (Conditional Value-at-Risk), a very popular risk averse measure.

It is worth to point out that, by construction, the time-consistent version of risk averse measure does not avoid the risk on non-desired shortfalls on reaching the thresholds for the given functions at intermediate stages of the (long) time horizon for the energy generation expansion planning problem. It is a challenge for problem solving, but both time-consistent and time-inconsistent versions of risk averse measures should be jointly considered in the same model.

The gigantic but well structured multicriteria multistage stochastic nonlinear mixed integer (SMINO) problem with risk management cannot be solved up to optimality, see [8], such that a realistic approach could consist of a combination of the following elements: sample scenario schemes, iterative algorithms for solving SMINO by sequential mixed 0-1 linear one; node-based decomposition algorithms; stochastic mixed 0-1 bilinear optimization solvers; and high performance computing. See in [11] a review of decomposition algorithms for multistage stochastic problem solving.
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In power generation optimization models for big companies the following are the issues of relevance, mainly addressed in the context of market dependent risk levels. The time consistency property of risk measures, so that the original stochastic problem may be decomposed more easily via scenario clustering and clustering much more care needs to be devoted to the properties of the decomposition. For risk averse measures in multistage models, methods are distinguished.

In optimization models, the emphasis has shifted to high dimensional stochastic data and to considering risk reduction measures instead of expected values. Computationally integrated models considering all relevant aspects are out of scope. Even for simplified models it is often difficult or not known how to extend or renew hydro plants and where to install what pumping capacities. Today, solar power is typically handled at the level of distribution networks.

In order to solve the large scale problems, decomposition methods played a central role, in particular the following methodologies:

- Two-stage Benders Decomposition (BD) for linear problems [11]. See [8,37,55], among many others.
- Two-stage Lagrangean Decomposition (LD) heuristic methodology. See [14,17,29,28,33,41,42], among many others. See also [2,56] for two surveys on the state-of-the-art of two-stage stochastic unit commitment, and using LD with bundle methods. See also [1,16,51] two-stage LD approaches with bundle methods applied to energy problems.
- Multistage Clustering Lagrangean Decomposition (MCLD) heuristic methodology. See [21,22,23,38], among some others.
- Regularization methods. See [9,33,39,49,50], among others.
- Progressive Hedging algorithm (PHA) for multistage primal decomposition. See [47,57], among others.
- Multistage Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP). See [4,15,23,26,30,32,40,44,45,48,54], among others.
- Multistage cluster primal decomposition. See [5,7,10,19,24,38,43,52,58], among others.
- Parallelized decomposition algorithms. See [3,4,5,6,9,12,34,39,43,48,52,58], among others.

Today, new power production possibilities, technological developments and deregulation bring along several new sources of uncertainty with highly differing levels of variability. In addition to traditional demand these are foremost dependencies on wind, market prices, mobile electricity consumers like cars, power exchanges on international level, local energy producers on distribution network level and, to a lesser extent, solar radiation. This introduces complex and volatile load and demand structures that pose a severe challenge for strategic planning in production and transmission and, on a shorter time scale, in distribution. Networks may now be equipped with new infrastructure like Phase Measurement Units (PMUs) and other information technology in order to improve their cost efficiency. At the same time these upgraded networks should ensure high standards in reliability in their daily use and resilience against natural or human caused disasters. Companies now have teams devoted to the task of generating suitable planning data.

In optimization models, the emphasis has shifted to high dimensional stochastic data and to considering risk reduction measures instead of expected values. Computationally integrated models considering all relevant aspects are out of scope. Even for simplified models it is often difficult or not known how to provide stochastic data of sufficient quality [63]. Alternatives are then:

- robust optimization, where distributions are replaced by "easier" uncertainty sets [59],
- fuzzy methods, where uncertainties are replaced by a kind of interval arithmetic equipped with scenario dependent probabilities [60],
- information gap decision theory that aims at hedging against information errors [61,62].

Methods for solving these stochastic optimization problems with binary decision variables employ the same decomposition approaches listed above, but much more care needs to be devoted to the properties of the decomposition. For risk averse measures in multistage models, methods are distinguished regarding their "time consistency" or "time inconsistency". So far, stochastic dynamic programming approaches are the most suitable ones for dealing with the time consistency property of risk measures, so that the original stochastic problem may be decomposed more easily via scenario clustering and cluster dependent risk levels.

In power generation optimization models for big companies the following are the issues of relevance, mainly addressed in the context of market competition:

- when and where to install how much new production capacity, mainly considering wind generators and thermal plants (decisions on nuclear power are political)
- how to extend or renew hydro plants and where to install what pumping capacities. Today, solar power is typically handled at the level of distribution networks.

In contrast, competition is not an issue for transmission and distribution network operators. Regulations on efficiency, reliability and resilience levels are the driving force in the following problems:

- when and where to install how much network capacity and information equipment,
- reducing transmission losses,
- reducing distribution losses (technical and detecting non-technical ones).

Challenges today and for the future comprise:

- The robust approach allows for safe optimization with uncertain data. What information can be extracted from these robust solutions e.g. on which additional data would be needed to improve the quality of the model?
- Several risk averse measures have been proposed, each with its advantages and disadvantages. How to make use of them in the best way?
- How to deal with endogenous uncertainty, i.e., with optimizing big player decisions that influence the probability distributions that are optimized over?
- How to construct hierarchical decomposition approaches in a consistent way?
- How to make use of high performance computing (HPC, multi-core or Distributed) in decomposition approaches?
- How to integrate chance constraints (ICC), e.g. with respect to reliability or resilience?

General goals for future models include: increasing the level of integration; bringing models closer to reality by avoiding the excessive linearization of nonlinear aspects; reducing the gap between methods used in academia and those applied in practice; making use of new monitoring devices and communication systems; exploring the chances of cooperation between electric and other energy commodity systems.
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Optimization Methods

The GEP can be mathematically formulated as a high dimensional, nonlinear, nonconvex, mix-integer and highly constrained optimization problem with the least cost of the investment as the optimization criterion. The complexity of the problem rapidly increases if many practical constraints are taken into account.

Methods to solve the GEP can be generally categorized into two types: traditional mathematical programming methods and methods based on heuristic techniques. The traditional mathematical methods include dynamic programming (DP), mix-integer programming (MIP), branch and bound, Benders' decomposition, network flow methods, and others. These methods are usually strict in mathematics, strong in numerical manipulations, weak in handling qualitative constraints, and slower in computational performance [1]. The heuristic techniques mainly include the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) approaches, such as GAs, DE, EP, evolutionary strategy (ES), ACO, PSO, TS, SA, and a hybrid approach [2]. The main advantage of the heuristic techniques is their flexibility for handling numerous qualitative constraints that are common in the GEP in the deregulated power industry.

The application of PSO for solving GEP has been reported in the literature [2]–[4]. The application and comparison of metaheuristic techniques to solve the GEP has been presented in [2], where PSO is compared with eight other metaheuristic techniques in terms of the success rate and execution time. The performance of the metaheuristic techniques is improved by the application of a virtual mapping procedure, intelligent initial population generation, and penalty factor approach. Optimal and near-optimal solutions are reached within a reasonable amount of time. In addition, Kannan et al. [5] have presented the application of the PSO technique and its variants to the GEP. In this case, three different test cases are used for comparison with DP. The comparisons are based on computation time, success rate, and error limit. The virtual mapping procedure is also used here. For all test cases, the PSO technique and its variants produce better results in much less time compared with DP. Among the PSO variants, it was observed that the constriction factor approach performed comparatively better.

Additionally, Sensarna et al. [3] have presented the application of PSO to GEP with a parametric approach for planning and transmission expansion including topology optimization, capital expenses, power losses, network security, and revenue. Likewise, Slochanal et al. [4] have presented the application of PSO to the generation expansion planning problem in a competitive environment.


Data and Software

On the software side, general purpose stochastic optimization software still seems far away. Planning models are highly problem oriented and off-the-shelf packages are not available. Companies use modeling languages like GAMS, AMPL, AIMMS, Python together with standard solvers to develop problem specific approaches.
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